Capital Area
Beekeepers Association
The President’s Buzz...
Hi all CABA Members,
The start of the New Year has certainly been a cold one for both the honeybees and us. If you
haven’t already checked your hives for food stores I would recommend that you do so as soon as
there is a break in the weather. Lack of food stores and an inability to make a cleansing flight are
the two dangers to our bees in this weather. Ideally the temperature should be a minimum of 44
degrees when opening hives but considering the temperatures we’ve endured, anything close will
work. Be sure to wear your veil and have all supplies with you. Fondant, 2:1 sugar water or dry
sugar will work. From now until spring is the time when many hives die.
There have been a lot of exciting events happening in CABA during the past months. The first big
event within our club is the first place award that CABA’s project won at the Farm Show. .
Thanks to Jonathan Daniels, committee chairman, and his very capable committee, the club entered a very attractive and informative project, titled “The Many Hats of Bees”. The project outshone other club entries and in doing so CABA’s entry won first prize. Along with the first prize
award, CABA was given $500 as a first prize which Dutch Gold generously sponsored.
In PSBA February newsletter, President Charlie Vorisek kindly acknowledged and thanked
CABA members for all the work our club does at the Farm Show. Whether it is at the Market
Place, Honey Ice Cream booth, the Learning Center, or the Extracting Demonstrations, CABA
members provide a large number of volunteers. Also, thanks to all the club members who entered
apiary products in that competition. Supporting the Pennsylvania State Beekeepers’ Association
at the Farm Show has always been an important service that CABA has provided. If you were unable to help this year consider volunteering in 2016. It’s a great opportunity to get to know other
beekeepers throughout the state.
Another successful CABA program was “Beekeeping 101” held on February 20, 2015 at the
Farm Show building. Bob House and Gary Carns presented a very informative introduction to
beekeeping to the 175 people and 38 CABA members who attended. Linda Klutas was in charge
of registration, a very daunting task, and Tom Lehman provided drinks and snacks. There were
many other volunteers- too numerous for me to list. Thanks to all who made this class a success.
The first CABA meeting for 2015 will be held on March 20 at 7:00 PM in the Farm Show Building, please use the Maclay Street entrance. CABA’s new Speakers Committee Chairpersons,
Karen Kolodzi and Stu Mathias have an interesting program planned. Scott Famous from Montgomery County Beekeepers’ Association will present a talk on raising queens.
Please plan to attend the March meeting. I’m looking forward to seeing you.
Linda
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Reminder: CABA Election Coming in April

The election will be held at the April meeting and nominations from the floor will be accepted
then. The nominees are:
•

President: Linda Purcell

•

Vice President: Gary Carns

•

Secretary: Deborah Buckfelder

•

Treasurer: Scott Plank

Time To Renew Your CABA Membership!
Just a reminder, your 2015 CABA membership expires April 30, 2015. Please mail your dues to
our Secretary Deborah Buckfelder; or bring them with you to the meeting on March 20th. A
2015 CABA Membership Application is on the back page of this newsletter.
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DO OVER
I admit that I watch romantic comedy movies during the winter months. Now, in
my defense, it is currently 11:00 in the morning, the thermometer is still pegged
on 0 degrees - it was that at 6:00 this morning, when I looked at it. There are 8 to
10 inches of snow blowing around in 25 to 55 MPH winds. What else is there to
do?
Recently I watched a movie in which a woman was to be married on a certain day. At
the end of the wedding day, things were said and done by the groom that made the
woman question if it was the right thing to do. As she prepares to sleep, she asks for a
do over. Magically and mystically she awakes again on her wedding day and gets to
relive the day again with changes. At the end of the day, things still are not right and
again she asks for a do over. This continues for seemingly weeks till she finally realizes the groom is all wrong for her.
What does this have to do with bees? In my case and also probably in yours, what do
you want to do over for this year? Here in the real world, we don't get the opportunity
to relive each individual day over, but better yet, we are given each day in succession
and are given a chance for a do over from yesterday. And this is a gift. There are many
avenues this could take, but I'm going to remain with bees.
Some of my do overs for this year. I only grafted 8 queens last year. I
need a do over, I need lots more. I promised myself last year to try and
consolidate my hives to eliminate some of the mileage and time spend "on
the road" to check and care for my bees. I am proud to say, I only expanded by 2 additional out of the way locations. I have a hard time saying "no." A possible do over,
but probably not. I am hoping to spend more time with the girls in the fall preparing
them for winter, a definite do over from last fall.
A do over of time that needs to be spend finding bottles and containers for the harvest
and for sale. Prices continue to rise and some products are being eliminated.
And this may sound sentimental and corny, but with all the family issues my wife and I
have been through in the last year, I would like a do over and spend
more time with my family while they can see and smell the roses.
John a Novinger
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Farm Show Project Memories
Greg Hildebrand says:
Well let me first say congratulations to you on CABA's first place display! The excitement was
truly palpable when I found out that Friday that our display had taken first. The unity of those
members that helped in setting up the display was genuine. All the different products and efforts that were donated for the display gave a sense of the dedicated group CABA is.
Standing looking at the displays lined up next to each other led my mind to wonder about the
kind of people behind each display. Most who meander through the farm show and come
upon these displays give a superficial glance at something that's supposed to help them understand beekeeping in some aspect. These folks really have no idea about the people behind
the displays and what goes into keeping honey bees alive and healthy. A passionate lot beekeepers are. I could see that similarity in the other displays or perhaps it was the people themselves. There's much to be said for those who choose to form an organized committee for the
betterment of a practice at large. Most people, I feel, don't have the drive to set aside time in
their lives to be a part of something extra. Maybe they just haven't found the joy of beekeeping.
Yet here were these beekeepers from all across the state, laughing and smiling, many drove
much farther than I just to set up displays for the Farm Show.
I felt while helping to set up our display that surely we stood a very good chance at first place
and my gut was telling me we would get it too. Strange how your gut feeling is often such an
accurate gauge. I would like to think that trusting it is what led me into CABA and beekeeping
in the first place.
I have not the rich agricultural heritage of many beekeepers, so to me the whole of apiculture
was something totally unfamiliar up until a couple of years ago. I don't think keeping my own
honey bees came totally out of the blue, I've told myself that the honey bee has always intrigued me. My family though, was probably blindsided by how rapidly I immersed myself into
this new-found passion. They caught up quickly for we are no strangers to keeping life interesting and the whole lot jumped aboard supporting me.
I'm not entirely sure what specifically drew me into CABA. Again I think I mostly trusted my gut
feeling. After learning so much about bees and really itching to start my own colony, I found
out about the introductory beekeeping class CABA held last February, a little late I might add,
but maybe it was Linda Purcell's kindness in letting me sign up late that further encouraged my
joining. After that there was no stopping, really, spring couldn't come fast enough! At 24 with 2
colonies started I think I experienced the most awesome spring of my life! Well the rest is history as they say but surely from this point on I'll be hooked and as a beekeeper and as a young
man my ambitions have grown beyond what I'm going to classify as hobby. 2015 holds much
to be seen and fulfilled! See everyone at the next CABA event and thanks for being a part of
this group as well as welcoming me in.

Read more memories on the next pages
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Farm Show Project Memories
Ronda Fawber’s farm show experience...
I have only been attending CABA meetings for a few years. Since I believe the best way to
get to know people in a group is to get involved in the group’s activities, I volunteered to help
with the Farm Show display. Besides, I had an idea! I am well known at work for my enthusiasm for my beekeeping hobby and anyone who happens to ask about it is in for quite a discussion. I realized through these chats that people are often amazed at how many jobs a honey
bee has in the hive. What better topic to educate the public than this?
Our group met one evening to discuss themes and timelines. It was awesome to see a diverse group of individuals come together and add their special talents to one very simple idea
and make it so much more! While there were many who participated, special kudos go out to
several people: Jonathan for keeping the project moving forward and for his artistic vision,
Daniel and his incredible graphics, Alexis who came up with a fabulous catch phrase for the
theme, Stan who spent many hours crafting a display box for Jonathan’s fantastic CABA frame
and Karen for artistic display talents.
While there is no doubt that winning is a great feeling, to me there are three things that were
the most rewarding: watching the public stop and comment on facts that they learned from the
display; seeing the club’s enthusiasm throughout the process; and most importantly, getting to
know some truly wonderful people a lot better made this experience very memorable for me.
I look forward to working on next year’s display and invite all of you to consider helping out on
the committee. Who doesn’t want to have some fun, meet great people and just maybe win a
prize for the club?

A Small Hat in CABA - from Bethann Harris
My husband and I were having a family dinner with all of the in-laws around the Christmas holiday last year. After dinner one of our nieces was showing us some of her "refrigerator art".
Keep in mind, our niece has God given talent to draw, sketch, etc. So, I'm joking at the phrase
"refrigerator art". We have over 50 nieces and nephews, and have lots of experience with refrigerator art. As the day came to a close, and everybody was getting ready to leave, I was
standing next to my niece and said “Priscilla, can you draw something for me, and just send it
in the mail?” She looked toward her mother for a response, and her mother said, "sure, sure we'll think of something". At that time I thought that was the end of it, and I was just being me
and letting my niece know that I was touched by the beauty of her artwork.
So, fast forward ahead to the following fall when Samuel, our nephew, Priscilla's brother, asked
if we could come and look at his hives to give him some advice for going into the winter. We
accepted the opportunity to help a fellow newbee. After the hour and a half drive and the hour
and a half bee hive inspection of his two-hive bee yard we went back to the house to discuss
the advice for going forward. As we were about to head home Priscilla presented us with a
sketch of a bee skep. I explained at how “lovely” it was, and she explained that it was for me
and that I may keep it. Keep in mind, I have no talent for drawing, not even stick figures; they
turn out wobbly looking.
As a beekeeper I was so touched by the artwork I just wanted to share it with everyone. When
Jay and I went to the next CABA meeting, I walked all around to the beekeepers, hoping and
wishing they would enjoy the sketch of the bee skep, as much as we did. And that's when the
spark ignited. Jonathan was in the middle of a conversation with some folks, he stopped what
Continued on next page
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he was saying, excused himself, came over to where I was standing, and asked if I would allow
him to use the bee skep picture for the CABA display for the farm show. I said, absolutely yes,
but first I needed to check with the parents of the 6th grade artist for their approval. Jonathan
also explained it would need a frame of a light wooden color, nothing too dark (unknown to us
at the time, his ‘secret weapon’ also in a light wooden frame - I believe he was already color
coordinating the display when he chose to use the drawing). That's how we got to become part
of the collective CABA display which we were hoping to help out with anyway.
As it came closer to the farm show we received email about the planning meeting to discuss
the display and the request for products of the bee hive. Unfortunately we were unable to attend the meeting, but still wanted to contribute. That is when we started looking to see what we
had available to help the team out.
We assembled our products and now needed a frame for Pricilla’s picture. Remembering
Jonathan's advice about a light wooden color we searched a few stores and finally found the
correct size and the natural light-colored frame. The following CABA meeting we delivered the
items (as a novice photographer a few extra pictures were included).
On the day of the display set-up, we again were unable to get there in the afternoon when the
team started. After work we got there late and most of the display was done. Our small part at
this point was showing the people that did the planning, building, coordinating, and spending
untold hours to produce an award winning display, that their goal had been achieved. We admired the beautiful, educational, and informative display that obviously showed months and
months of dedication (that secret weapon had to be planned almost a year in advance)and
said that they had done an exceptional job.
Our hat in the collective duties in the work that needed doing was very small, but working with
the people was one of the most enjoyable parts for both me and my husband. I say one of the
enjoyable moments. When we had discussed using Pricilla’s drawing with her parents, we decided not to inform her about it, just in case it would not be used. When the display was done
on Friday and we knew the drawing was included, we told Steven and Mary, her parents. They
said they were attending the farm show on the first Saturday and would be sure to take
Priscilla to see it. We also attended on that day and ran into Priscilla. That is when I saw in her
eyes such excitement and joy. Another truly enjoyable moment in this journey and we would
like to thank everyone involved.
The display was completed with all the items needed and no more room for even a votive candle. I had my votive candle in my pocket the whole time and on the very last day of the farm
show, I sneaked in one of my votive candles and placed it on display for the whole day because I truly wanted to be included in the display in some small way. The candle holds significance. It has been promised to our mentor, CABA Vice President. It was the bees who provided the wax, which is our first "real beeswax" "ever" and my mentor helped to shape us into
better beekeepers.
Plus we have been able to mentor another beekeeper, have obtained a really beautiful bee
skep, and have met a lot of kind folks along the journey: who else but the CABA members?
"Our hat's off to the whole group" !!!!
Thanks for the experience.

And yet more memories on the next page
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Alexis Bruno shares this:
Since becoming a member of CABA in 2014, I have been welcomed by many of the CABA
members and I learned more then I could have ever imagined about the wonderful world of
bees. I was very excited to hear about the 2015 Farm Show Display Contest. It was finally an
opportunity for me to give back to the club that has taught me so much.
After exchanging several emails with Ronda and Jonathan, we finally set a date to meet. We
met at the Midtown Scholar Bookstore in Harrisburg and much to my surprise, we had a great
turn out, including seven CABA members and a very electronically inclined teenager. We
bounced around ideas related to the display set-up as well as ideas for interactive stations including a question and answer area suggested by Ronda and an area with sensory items related to touch and smell that I had suggested for our youngest of beekeepers.
As we discussed the display theme of "jobs of the hive" we identified the specific hive jobs we
wanted to highlight on our display. We identified the "Nurse Bee", the "Undertaker Bee", the
"Housekeeping Bee", the "Construction Bee", the "Guard Bee", and the "Forager Bee”. The
"Queen Bee" and the "Drone Bee" were also highlighted in the display. As a group we discussed ways to label these specific jobs and we ultimately decided on the use of uniform hats
as clear and simple labels for the hive jobs.
We tossed around ideas for a title for the display and after some lively talk I had the idea for
"The Many Hats of the Honey Bee!" The group loved the idea and it was settled. We then discussed items to be displayed including: honey, mead, beeswax candles, lip balms, and various
other honey products.
Before wrapping up, group members volunteered to help by building the display, helping with
set-up, creating label descriptions, and obtaining honey products for the display. This is when
Jonathan shared his personal surprise for the display, he had created a frame, with the help of
his bees, that spelled "CABA"! The SECRET WEAPON!
I really enjoyed being part of this group and this project. Not only did we have a great time
planning and discussing ideas but at the start of the 2015 Farm Show we learned that our
CABA display had won first place!
Thank you to my fellow group members and to CABA for allowing me to participate in this fun
and memorable experience!
Thanks,

The Secret Weapon - thanks to the bees! (and
Jonathan)
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Farm Show Project Memories
In Living Color

Stu Mathias mixing waffle
batter

Aaron Fisher commanding
the ice cream booth

The “Happy Beekeeper”

Inspector Nate Weber and
friend

Kids love the observation
hive

Carleen and Justin Dobrowolsky selling honey
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MT HOLLY MUSINGS
By Wil Shirey
First, a special thanks to the CABA Collective Display Committee members who
have written articles for this issue of the newsletter. Most are first time newsletter
contributors and the articles are very well done and very interesting. I think you
will enjoy the articles as much as those who wrote them enjoyed working on the
prize-winning project. Congratulations again to all who participated!
While enduring this extended cold weather, I have been wondering what I would
write for my piece in the March 2015 CABA Newsletter. This morning my dear wife
presented me with the answer in the form of a Facebook article on Flow frames
and hives. This is absolutely the most exciting and innovative thing that has happened in my thirty-three years of beekeeping.
The Flow frame consists of already partly formed honeycomb cells. The bees complete the comb with their wax, fill the cells with honey and cap the cells as usual.
When you turn the tool, a bit like a tap, the cells split vertically inside the comb
forming channels, allowing the honey to flow down to a sealed trough at the base
of the frame, and out of the hive, while the bees are practically undisturbed on the
comb surface. When the honey has finished draining, you turn the cap again in the
upper slot which resets the comb into the original position and allows the bees to
chew the wax capping away and fill it with honey again.
To learn more about this contraption, go to www.honeyflow.com. It was invented
by a couple of guys in Australia and will not be available until this Fall. It fits in a
ten frame deep Langstroth super. The ten frame super will hold seven Flow frames.
The eight frame super will hold six Flow frames. The web page has pictures and
nine pages of frequently asked questions. The inventors have spent about ten
years perfecting the Flow frames. They are very expensive but, if you can wait, I’m
sure the price will come down. You can also get just three or four Flow frames and
center them in the middle of the super and fill in around them with regular Langstroth frames. I don’t know what happens if the honey crystallizes in the Flow
frame, but I expect the inventors have a solution for that too. Take a few minutes
and at least look at the pictures on the web page. I doubt that you will be able to
quit until you have read the information that is available. It is fascinating!
I had hoped to be able to tell you how my bees survived the cold winter, but they
weren’t able to fly on Sunday so I’m not sure if I have bees or not. I’m afraid the
very few cleansing flight days the bees have had this winter will impair their survival. I get very impatient this time of year but I will have to wait along with the
rest of you. At least the sun is shining.
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Beekeeping 101
February 20, 2015
Photos by Cheryl Laudermilch

A full house at Beekeeping 101!

Linda Klutas answering
questions

Gary Carns preparing for
his presentation

Dave Anderson ready to
help

Linda Purcell encouraging
a “wannabee”

Tom Lehman, the
“Snackmaster”

Becky Davis collecting surveys

Bob House with answers
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2015 CABA MEETING CALENDAR
January 10-17, 2015

Pennsylvania State Farm Show

Tuesday, February 17

Tri-County meeting, hosted by Lancaster County Beekeepers Society, @ 7:00PM on the Campus of Franklin & Marshall College in
Stahr Auditorium in Stager Hall. The college address is 415 Harrisburg Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17603

Friday, February 20

Beekeeping 101, @7:00PM Farm Show Building use Maclay
Street entrance, second floor

Friday, March 20

Regular meeting, @7:00PM Farm Show Building use Maclay
Street entrance, second floor. Speaker- Scott Famous

Friday, April 17

Regular meeting, @7:00PM, Dept. of Agriculture, 2301 North
Cameron Street, Harrisburg. Speaker- TBA

Saturday, May 2

Short Course Part I,@ 8:00AM Dauphin County Agriculture &
Natural Resources Center, 1451 Peters Mt. Road, Dauphin.

Saturday, May 9

Short Course Part II, @noon at Dave Anderson's Apiary, 7081A
Colebrook Road, Palmyra

Friday, June 19

Regular meeting, @7:00PM Farm Show Building use Maclay
Street entrance, second floor. Speaker- TBA

Friday, July 17

Regular meeting, @7:00PM, Dept. of Agriculture, 2301 North
Cameron Street Harrisburg. Speaker- TBA

August

Ag Progress Days, Rock Springs, PA

Friday, September 18

Regular meeting, @7:00PM Farm Show Building use Maclay
Street entrance, second floor. Speaker- TBA

October

Farm City Day, Farm Show Building

Saturday, October 17

CABA Banquet Hoss’s Restaurant @4:30 speaker- TBA

November 13, 14

PSBA Annual Meeting, Country Cupboard, Lewisburg

Friday, November 20

Regular meeting, @7:00PM Farm Show Building use Maclay
Street entrance, second floor. Speaker- TBA

January 2016

Pennsylvania State Farm Show, January 9 - 16, 2016
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CAPITAL AREA BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION
2015 Membership Application
Membership term: May 1 through April 30
Checks should be made payable to “Capital Area Beekeepers’ Association”
Please print or type:
Name _____________________________________Spouse (if joining)__________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________
City_________________________________________________________________________
County ____________________________State ________________Zip ________________
Telephone (

) _________________Email Address ______________________________

_________ please check if you would be willing to mentor a new beekeeper.

Husbands and wives joining together complete one application.
Individual members complete one application for each person.
At the request of the association members, the CABA Executive Board is
compiling a membership list to share with all Club members.
________ please check if you wish to be excluded from the membership
list.

Check membership and subscriptions desired.
____ CABA Dues (one year)
____ CABA Dues (Lifetime)
_____ PSBA Dues:
_____ PSBA Family Membership:

$10.00 per _____
$200.00 per _____
$20.00 per _____
$25.00 per _____

person(s) =
person(s) =
person(s) =
family =

__________
__________
__________
__________

Bee Culture Magazine
For Subscription information, contact Bee Culture directly, phone: 800.289.7668

American Bee Journal

(1) yr subscription @$20.25 = __________
Check category: new_____ renewal ______ (2) yr. subscription @$38.25 = __________
(3) yr. subscription @$54.00= __________

Method of Payment: Cash _______ or Check Number ___________

TOTAL

$ ___________

Mail this form with correct payment to:
Membership Secretary, 731 Gravel Hill Rd., Palmyra, PA 17078
717-838-6934 deb.bee.caba@gmail.com

IF YOU PLAN TO PAY YOUR DUES AT THE MEETING,
PLEASE BRING THIS COMPLETED APPLICATION
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CABA Officers
Inside this Issue

President-Linda Purcell
717-566-6327

Election Information………….2
Do Over ……... …………… 3
Farm Show Project Memories…. 4
Farm Show Pictures….…...…. 8
Mt. Holly Musings…….…….. 9
Beekeeping 101 Pictures...…..... 10
CABA 2015 Schedule……..... 11
2015 Membership Application... 12

V. President-John Novinger
717-365-3215

Secretary-Deborah Buckfelder
717-838-6934
Treasurer-Scott Plank
717-657-0236
Members at Large:
Jonathan Daniels
Jim Hoover
Tom Jones
Stu Mathias
Wil Shirey
Executive Board: Present
Officers and Members at
Large

Article Deadline For Next Newsletter
Share your experience! We're always looking for articles. Articles for the April edition of the CABA newsletter are due
April 1st. All beekeeping topics are welcome. Send your submissions to wshirey@pa.net

Capital Area Beekeepers' Assn.
731 Gravel Hill Rd.
Palmyra, PA 17078
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